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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
Since the pioneering work of Hicks' Theory Of Wages (1964) and R. G.D. 
Allens Mathematical Analysis For Economists, economists have had meth-
ods for measuring the substit utabil ity between various factors in production. 
Before the development of efficient computers. however , little attempt was 
made to make direct use of the theory. Early empirical work concentrated on 
constant elasticity of substitution production function specifications that were 
easy to estimate, e.g., Arrow, Chenery, Minhas and Solow (1961), but did not 
allow for differences in elasticit ies of ubstitution across inputs. 
However , beginning with Griliches' (1969) studies which demonstrated 
the importance of different elasticities of substitution between capita l and 
labor of different skills in explaining the relative wages for skilled and un-
skilled workers, the measurement of elasticities of substitution has been an 
importa nt area of research in labor demand. Still , according to the report 
of Hamermesh and Grant (1979) and Hamermesh 11986), there were only a 
few studies which have used educational attainment as the criterion for disag-
gregating labor into different skill groups. Given the importance of obtaining 
estimates of capital-labor a nd labor-labor substit ut ion, t his study will attempt 
to develop more refined measures of capital-labor substitution than have been 
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reported previously. 
In this paper, the translog production fuction is used to examine the de-
mand for different levels of educated-labor. Measures of labor-labor substitu-
tion and the relationship between labor and capital will be constructed. The 
data set is composed of 18 two-digit manufacturing industries' inputs and 
outputs for the period 1968 to 1988 . 
In Chapter 2, t he empirical results and the implications of previous pro-
duction research using education as the measure of labor skill a re reviewed. 
Chapter 3 develops the specific model used in the analysis. The derivation 
of some equations are contained in an Appendix. The translog production 
approach is selected beca use data on factor quantities are more available and 
are subject to less data measurement error than is data on wages and the 
cost of capital. The latter input price data would be required in the dual cost 
function approach. Furthermore, t he translog function imposes no restriction 
on the parameters estimated. Hicks partial elasticities of complementarity 
and Allen partial elasticities of substitution can be generated from the model 
for each pair of factors. 
The empirical results of the e lasticities of complementarity indicate that 
( 1) different groups of labor with different educational level are q-substitutes 
with exceptions that workers of less than four years high school education are 
q-complements with elementary school-educated labor and high school gradu-
ates; (2) t he substitutability between college-graduates and the least ed ucated 
labor group (the elementary schooling) is the greatest; (3) capital and all types 
of labor are q-complements with only one exception. and capital-labor comple-
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mentarity increases with the skill level. Compared wit h the previous studies, 
the substitution relationships between differently educated labor groups are 
quite consistent, whi le there seems no consistent result of the complementar-
ity between capital and groups of labor . 
In the empirica l section, the e lastic ities of substitution are a lso estimated. 
These estimates appear to be less accurate and some of the implications de-
rived from these estimates conflict with economic theory. There are simi-
lar problems when the translog production function is reestimated by adding 
dummy variables for each industry to the model. 
CHAPTER 2. REVIEW OF LITERATU RE 
Economist s doing research in the demand fo r labor over the past 20 years 
have been interested in treating la bor as heterogeneous. Several studies have 
examined t he own-price elasticity of demand for labor a nd t he elasticity of sub-
stitution (or complementarity) between different types of labor a nd between 
labor a nd capita l. Hamermesh and Grant l l979) a nd Hamermesh (1986) 
divide these studies in to four groups. These classifications a re : 
1. The choice of the primal or dual approach, i.e., using a production func-
tion (prima l) or a cost function (dual) to estimate. 
2. The choice of disaggregation of t he labor force, such as by occupation, 
age, sex, education, etc. 
3. The choice of cross-section or time-series data. 
4. Whether or not capita l is included in t he model. 
In regard to the first choice, it is usually based on whether one requires es-
timates of elasticities of factor quantities or elasticities of factor prices. Often, 
however, the choice depends on the availability of data. If data on the quan-
tity of factors and outputs a re more a vai lable, or if estimates of the elasticities 
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of complementarity are desired, then the production approach is appropriate. 
On the other hand, the cost function approach which uses factor prices as ex-
ogenous and input levels as endogenous produces estimates of t he elasticities 
of substitution and cross-elasticities of demand between pairs of factors. 
The majority of early empirical studies have used broad occupations as the 
labor disaggregation criterion. Most studies divided labor into production and 
nonproduction groups1. Almost a ll the studies fo und that production workers 
a nd capital are substitutes, as are production and nonproduction workers. 
Some studies including Clark and Freeman (1977 ), Denny and Fuss (1977), 
Berndt and Christensen (. 1974) and Kesselman et al. (1977), obtained the 
result that nonproduction workers and capita l a re price-complements. Also 
most results have shown that the own-price elasticity of demand is higher 
for production workers than nonproduction workers. The only exceptions, as 
indicated by Hamermesh and Grant (1979l, a re Woodbury's (1978) finding 
that the demand for nonproduction workers is more elastic in the short run, 
and Freeman and Med.offs (1982) results from a sample disaggregated into 
union and nonunion sectors. 
However , recent work has focus on disaggregating the labor force by age, 
by race, by sex, by education , or by various combinations of t hese criteria. 
combinations. Among these studies, only a few have disaggregated the labor 
force by educational attainment. The detailed compa risions of these studies 
are shown in Table 2. 1. 
1 See Hamermesh and Grant ( 1979. Table 2 ). 
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Johnson l1970) tried to find the a llocative aspects of education, i.e. the 
effects of the structure of rates of return on the dema nd for different types 
of labor and on their supp lies. His results are genera lly consistent with the 
implication that highly educated employees are prefered to employees with 
re latively low educa tional attainment. His estimates of elasticity of substitu-
tion between college and high school workers was a bout 1. 3. 
With a simila r interest in examining the role of education in production, 
·welch \197 0) paid attention to t he observation that rates of return to invest-
ments in schooling have failed to decline under the pressure of rapidly rising 
average education levels. 
Dougherty's ( 1972) study focuses on the labor aggregated by two classifi-
cations, occupation and education. He found a high degree of substituta blity 
between workers with eight years or less of schooling and more educated work-
ers . 
All of these studies used cross-sect ion data and only Grant (1979) included 
capital and found that the labor subaggregates and capital a re substitutes. All 
of them indicated that pairs of the labor subaggregates are substitutes. Grant 
(. 1979) also found that the own-price demand elasticity decreases in absolute 
value as the amount of education increases. His empirical investigation also 
showed that the m ore education increased, the lower the substitutability of 
capital for labor. 
Berger l1983) used a translog production function to examine the effects of 
cha nges in labor force composition on the decline in earnings of college grad-
uates relative to other types of workers. However, he used a combination 
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of criteria in disaggregating the labor force2 so that no independent educa-
tional impact on labor demand can be derived. In his study. it was indicated 
that among males those in the same experience category but with different 
amounts of schooling are q-substitutes. This result is the same as that in the 
former studies. Furthermore, t he estimates show that a ll labor factors and 
capital are q-complements and that the less-educated males are more comple-
mentary with capital than are college-graduate males. It is worth mentioning 
that Berger used pooled cross-section and time-series data. 
Because there are so few studies that estimate capita l-skill substitutabil-
ity, any conclusions drawn from the studies must be tentative. More work 
needs to be done which uses labor disaggregated by different educational at-
tainments. There is a lso lack of research using time-series, cross-sectional 
data and including capita l as a factor. 
2Berger 's disaggregation combination is by sex. years of chooling and years of 
experience. 
Table 2.1: Studies of substitution° by education groups 
Study 
J ohnson ( 1970) 
Dougherty (1972) 
vVelch (1970) 
Grant (1979) 
Berger ( 1983) 
Data and l\Iethod 
States, Census of Population.1960· 
CES , Cost Function 
States. Census of Population ,1960· 
CES: Production Function 
States , Census of Agriculture 1959· 
CES, Production Function 
Sl\ISAs. Census of Population ,1970; 
Translog, Cost Function 
States, Current Population Survey, 
1967 to 1974; 
Translog, Production Funnction 
Captial 
Excluded 
Excluded 
Excluded 
Included 
Included 
a This table is a reference fron1 Hamern1esh and Grant (1979. Table 
3). 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) 
Study Types of labor O'L, L 5 CJ L,I\ 1]L , 
J ohnson (1970) College vs . High 1.34 
School Graduates 
Dougherty (1972) 9+ yea.rs vs. -8 years 3.3 
\Velch (1970) College vs . High School 1.41 
and 4 years or less 
Grant (1979) 0-8 YS . 9-12 0.77 
0-8 \ ' S . 13+ 0.21 
9-12 vs. 13+ 1.16 
0-8 0.94 -0 .70 
9-12 0.38 -0 .44 
13+ 0.04 -0.35 
b CJ L , L
1 
and CJ LJ\ are the elasticities of subs ti t u ti on between pair of 
factors or between factor and capital. T/L , denotes the demand elastic-
ities. Howe,·er, in Berger 's reports , the elasticities of complementari ty 
(CL, LJ are estimated in stead of the elasticities of substi tu tion ( O' L,LJ . 
Also, the own elasticities of complementarity ( C£ , i .) are listed here in 
stead of the demand elastici ties (17L,) · 
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Table 2.1 (Continued) 
Study T ypes of labor C£, l 
Berger (1983) YHSC vs . YC -0.232 
YHS vs. OHS -0.4 7 
YHS ,-s. OC -0 .851 
YHS YS. F -1.27 
YC vs . OHS -0.430 
YC VS . oc 0.680 
YC vs. F -0. 132 
OHS YS. oc -0.202 
OHS vs. F -0.400 
OC vs . F -0.144 
YHS 0.751 -0.506 
YC 0.613 -3.45 
OHS 0.754 -0. 795 
oc 0.577 -1.48 
F 0.767 -0.294 
c In Berger 's paper , the actual specification of inputs used are as 
follows: (l ) YRS- males , 0-15 years of schooling , 0-14 years of experi-
ence; (2) YC- males, 16+ years of schooling 0-14 years of experience· 
(3) OHS- males 0-15 years of schooling 15+ years of experience: ( 4) 
QC- males 16+ years of schooling 15+ years of experience· ( 5) F-
females; (6) K- capital. 
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CHAPTER 3. THE METHODOLOGY AND THE DATA 
Approach Specification 
Among the studies of demand fo r labor, the approaches used can be di-
vided into two main choices. The first choice is between estimating a produc-
t ion or a cost funct ion . The second choice is that of the functional form. Using 
t he product ion and cost functions which a re dual to each other , the partial 
e lasticities of complementari ty a nd substitution can be defined. The Allen 
partial elasticity of substitu tion, which can be generated from the cost func-
tion, measures the effect on the quantity demanded of one factor of a change 
in the price of a nother factor. The Hicks partial elasticity of complementarity, 
on the other hand, can be obtained from the production function and it mea-
sures t he responsiveness of the price of one factor rela tive to the cha nge in t he 
quantity of a nother factor. Sato and Koizumi (1973) have shown t he formal 
relationship between Hicks and Allen e lasticity from the concept of duality. 
Hamermesh l!986) suggested that the best guide to the choice between 
treating wages or quantit ies as exogenous is the researcher's priors on the 
supply elasticity of the factors whose demand is being examined. For example. 
if the upplies of different types of labor a re quite inelastic, then treating the 
factor quantities as exogenous is probably a better choice. A more common, 
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simple and direct, albeit atheoretical, criterion depends upon what kind of 
data (factor prices or quantities) are more available. 
The second choice of the functional form is usually between the CES form 
and the translog or other flexible functional form. The CES (Constant Elas-
ticity of Substitution) function form is much simpler to estimate but imposes 
the restriction that the substitution elasticities between pairs of factors are 
constant. Because of this severe drawback of the CES form, most of the recent 
studies use the translog functional form which imposes no prior restrictions 
on t he estimated substitution elasticities (Or complementarity elasticities) be-
tween factors. 
Among t hose researchers subdividing labor into education groups, J ohn-
son 0 970), Dougherty (1972). and Welch ( 1970) used the CES functional 
form, while Grant (1979) a nd Berger (1983) used the translog function. J ohn-
son (1970J and Grant (1979) used t he cost function approach while Dougherty 
(1972); Welch (19701 and Berger <1983) used the production function ap-
proach. 
In this study, the translog production function is selected for several rea-
sons. First, wages classified by different education levels and industry groups 
are not available. This makes it difficult to use the cost function approach 
which requires factor price information. Second, capital is included as a fac-
tor in the model, and measures of the price of capital are subject to significant 
errors. Finally, though it is unclear which one of the factor prices and fac-
tor quantities are relatively supply elastic, many economists believe that the 
supply of labor to the economy is quite inelastic even in the long run and are 
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likely to be inelastic to individual industries in t he short run. Also, in the 
short run, adj ustment costs may make labor quasi-fixed to a firm. Therefore, 
the factor quantities are treated as exogenous in this study which uses the 
production approach. 
The Model 
In this section, the translog prnduction function will be briefly introduced 
and t hen applied to our study. Consider a firm (or an industry) using N factors 
in production, X 1 • .\2 , X 3 • . . .• .\s to produce output, Q. The production function 
LS 
( 3.1 ) 
The translog production function can be obtained by transforming (3.1) into a 
function in logarithms as follows: 
.v fJL nQ r 1 .v {\. 82 Ln Q 
lnQ = lnQ + L: 81 \"ln.\. ,+2'LL 8l \ Ol \ln.\,lnX 1 + R (3 .2 ) •=l n. ' r==l1=l n. ' n_ J 
where R is an approximation error. 
By paramaterizing (3.2), the translog production function is 
( 3.3 ) 
where lna0 is the intercept term, and a, and --y ,1 are the estimated parameters. 
It is assumed that the aggregate production function is linearly homoge-
nous in this study. This constant return to scale technology imposes the fol-
lowing constraints 1 : 
L O: j = 1. L l •J = 0. L...J ~ llJ = 0, i . j = 1. ... , ~V. 
J 
In addition, the production function is assumed to be continuous a nd twice 
differentiable, and this implies that, by Young's theorem, 
By definition. the Hicks partial elasticity of complementarity is 
EJ2Q Q 
Ci; = (J X ,fJX) < P, PJ' 
where P, and P; are the prices of t he ith and jth inputs. 
The two factors .\1 a nd X j a re 
1. q-complements, if c,1 > 0. 
2. q-substitues, if c,J / 0. 
The interpretation of the elasticity is that if c,; is positive, the ith input price 
rises when the jth input quantity increases. 
There a re two methods to get t he estimates of c,; . First , simply by the 
definition, 
Qj,J 
c,J = fJ; . 
where f , = 8 F 1 fJX i . f J = 8 F / 8 Xr and / ,; = 82 F , c9X.,8X r 
The other method to get c,1 is from the fo llowing equations: 
1 See Appendix. part I. 
1.5 
and 
where S; and 5; are obtained by taking t he derivative of LnQ with respect to 
ln X , (or ln X ) from the translog production function that 
.V 
S, =a,--...- L ),)nX; . i = L. 2 ..... S. 
;= I 
and S, is inte rpretable as t he share of the ith input in total cost or production. 
The derivation of c,i, c,i, a nd ~ ·. is left to the Appendix. 
The Allen partial e lasticity of substitution a-,; can a lso be calculated from 
the translog production speci fication by using definition that 
Q G,i (j ___ ,.._ 
IJ - \ " \ . G' j ' 
• l . J T 
where 
0 f 1 Ji h f ,v 
/1 f 11 ! 12 f 13 f LV 
G h f 21 !22 Jn fiN 
f ,; 
f s f.v1 f.v2 f.v3 ····· !.vs 
is the determinant of the bordered Hessian matrix of the funtion F, and G,; is 
the cofactor off,; in G. However, this computation requires many numerical 
manipulations of a large matrix which will late r be shown to cause difficulties 
in practice. In pa rticular, e rrors in the estimation of any one parameter will 
bias a ll estimates of O';j since a ll parameters enter the computation of [G . 
In this study, t he translog production function form is used to examine the 
demand for types of labor with different education levels in manufacturing, 
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1968-1988. There are seven factors in the model , including six categories of 
different labor a nd capital. The functional form developed is : 
where the specific terms are defined as fo llowing: 
1. X i 8 is laborers with less t han 8 years of e lementary education. 
2. X e is laborers with 8 years of elementary education. 
3. XHL4 is laborers with less than 4 year sof high school education. 
4. XH s 4 is laborers with 4 years of high school education. 
5. X c L4 is laborers with less than 4 years of college education. 
6. X c E4 .u is laborers with 4 or more years of college education. 
7. XK is the quantity of capital used. 
For convenience in writing the translog production function, we use .Y;, 
i= 1,. .. ,7 to represent the corresponding seven factors2 , and so we have 
l 
lnQ = lno.o - L o:JnX, - :--- LL /,J lnX,lnXJ, i = l. 2 .... , T; j = L 2 ... .. 7, 
. 2 . 
1 I ) 
where ln a:0 is the intercept term and the 0.1 and / iJ are the estimated param-
eters. The translog production function can be rewritten as 
lnQ = lnao - L: a 1ln S ; + ~ L /;;( lnX,) 2 J.. ~LL/',)n_\, lnX1 , 
I _, - >:fJ 
where i=l ,2, ... 7;j=l,2, ... 7. 
2In the section of empirical results, the notation for t hese factors are st ill Xc,8 , 
X E81 ... . X K. 
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Data 
Labor Q uanti ties 
The March Current Popula tion S urvey reports t he percentage distribut ion 
of educational att a inment of workers by industry, starting in 1968. The data 
are disaggregated by sex, so, in order to get the number of employees in 
each education group, da ta on the employment of ma les and fema les in each 
industry are needed. This information is available from Business Statistics. 
For each industry, I multiplied t he employment by t he percentage distribution 
of educational atta inment. Then, r added the number of males and fema les 
in each education group to get em ployment by years of school completed fo r 
each industry over the 1968-1988 period. 
C apital Quanti ty 
The S urvey of Current Business is t he source of the capital quantity esti-
mates for each industry. The series " constant-cost net stock of fi xed private 
capital ,. is prepa red by the U.S. Depa rtment of Commerce, Bureau of Eco-
nomic Analysis (BEA). The data a re denominated in 1982 constant-dollars. 
The Survey of Curren t Business p ublished in J anuary, 1986 offered t he cap-
ital data fo r years from 1968 to 1984. The remaining data were called from 
The Survey of Current Business p ublished in August , 1989. 
1 
Industry Production 
Data on industrial production (output) for each industry are taken from 
the Annual Statistical Digest, Board of Governers of the Federal Reserve 
System. The data are weighted by their representative weights in the index 
of Industrial Production so that the figures represent real output in 1982 
dollars. 
Industry Category 
In this study, t he industries included in the a nalysis are nonagriculture 
manufacturing industries. Each industry title is identified by the appropriate 
SIC rStandard Industrial Classifi.cation i number. These industry definitions 
are based on the Bureau of Budget's 1967 Standard Industrial Classification 
Manual. The industry identified by SIC= 21, the tobacco industry, is omit-
ted because the data on the percentage distribution of laborers by education 
groups were too small and were often not reported. Analysis concentrates on 
the remaining twenty-two digit manufacturing industries. These industries 
and their average input and output levels are reported in Table 3.1. 
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Table 3.1: The a\·erage input and output le,·el for each indu tr~-0 
SIC Industry -YLs _\ E -lH L4 _\ HE4 
20 Food l /6.15-16 163.325 -105.116 935 .865 
22 Textiles 151.424 94.271 257.972 381 .680 
23 Apparel 231.11-1 183.192 379.03/ 61-1 .930 
26 Paper -!6./49 53.034 132.279 -121.67 4 
27 Printing 27.186 53.965 225.909 810.222 
28 Chemicals -!3.871 52 .082 1-13.142 586.587 
29 P etroleum 6.087 8.005 20 .839 103.548 
30 Rubber and Pla tic 50 .99-! 50.113 15-1.332 398.10/ 
31 Leather 3/ .5-18 35.855 71.630 122 .53-1 
2-± Lumber 15-± .150 89.932 172.995 300.859 
25 Furni ture 89.515 59.95-1 132 .389 265.7/6 
32 Stone 57.513 61.260 1-11.680 328.097 
33 Primary ::\Ietals 92.93-1 110.695 236.50-1 5/3 .995 
3-! Fabricated ::\Ictals 110.201 138.930 329.0-±0 152.930 
35 ). Iachinery 9-1.650 137.-!10 371.831 1335.202 
36 Electric Equipment 88.920 111.238 330.9-!-! 113/.262 
37 Automobilesc 107.-±56 13-1.212 398.278 122--1.-!28 
38 In truments 2-± .669 32.967 102.86-! 356.28/ 
a All the data are aYerage Yalues for 1968-1988 period. 
b All data for emplo~·ee are of 1000 uni t . 
c Other transportation equipment i included in this indust ry. 
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Table 3.1 (Continued) 
SIC Industry -lCL4 -YcEO-I _\c_4p Output 
20 Food 315.202 164.689 57. 752d 804 .907 
22 Textiles 7-!.182 55.431 18.652 223.406 
23 Apparel 102 .005 13.366 6.124 263.469 
26 Paper 107.421 86.037 -!0 .276 3-±5.225 
27 Printing 350.203 350.797 21.795 483.380 
28 Chemicals 232.902 352. 795 79.748 794.535 
29 P etroleum -17.173 60.360 40. 714 201. 771 
30 Rubber and Plastic 106.530 72.541 19.438 298.000 
31 Leather 19.155 15.387 1.529 53.010 
24 Lumber 79.525 71.867 14.686 224.502 
25 Furniture 67.-!57 38.309 5.214 136.906 
32 Stone 88.867 87.729 25.071 259.5-!0 
33 Primary 1Ietals 151.117 110.896 80 .6-±3 527 .061 
34 Fabricated 11Ietals 240.049 159.201 40.329 627.481 
35 :\Iachinerv 
" 
522 .212 457.463 59.124 1029.048 
36 Electric Equipment -±31.343 456.200 -! 7 .300 816.768 
37 Au to mo biles 457.111 428.665 65.295 940 .564 
38 Instruments 148.026 155.849 12.605 269 .572 
d Capital and Output data are billions of 1982 dollars. 
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CHAPTER 4. THE EMPIRICAL RESU LTS 
The parameter estimates a nd standard e rrors for the translog production 
func tion are shown in Table 4. 7. However , negative values were obtained for 
some of the estimates of ... ·;, the cost share of factor i, and off, the ma rginal 
product of facto r i. Also some of the second der ivates f ;; a re positive. These 
viola te standard assumptions about the production function. Furthermore, 
examination of th e Pearson correlation coefficients, which are shown in Ta -
ble 4.1 , indicated that some of these la bor factors are highly correlated . There-
fore , I attempted several specifications of the production funct ion by adding 
some categories of labor together in to la rger educational groups. These ag-
gregate labor groupings included: 
1. X Ls and X ss a re added together to form.\ ss, which represents workers 
with a n elementary education. As a result , there are five categories of 
labor inputs, X E ' _y f{L4, xffE4, X c L-h and Xc £4i\.J· 
2. X HE:i and Xc r4 are added to form a new group, Xn s (laborers with a high 
school education). Hence five groups of labor factor are used including 
X Ls, X ES, .\HL4, -·'- ff s , and X c E4Jf· 
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3. Instead of Xi 8 , X88 , XH e4 , and X c L4 , the new aggregated groups, XEs 
and XHs are used. This leaves only four categories of labor input, Xe , 
All of these possible classifications are treated as restrictions on the orig-
inal model. When I examined the F-values, which are obtained from compar-
ing the restricted models (the models using aggregated labor inputs) and the 
original model, the hypothesis that these inputs could be aggregated was not 
accepted. However, the estimates factor shares, marginal products and the 
second derivatives for the model which contains four categories of labor in-
put, yielded results which were more consistent with the theory . In addition, 
aggregating the lowest educated category can be defended because X L5 was 
subject to missing values due to small cell populations. Thus, my preferred 
specification was to use the third aggregation option which included four types 
of labor groups and capital as inputs, na mely X Es, X HL4 , XHs, X c E4.w, and 
X e A P · 
The parameter estimates and standard e rrors for the translog production 
function using the new categories of la bor inputs are shown in Table 4.2. 
When examining the individual t-values of the parameter estimates, four 
of five first-order coefficients and four of fifteen interaction terms are signifi-
cant at the 0.05 level. However , in order to see the real productivity of each 
factor, we need to estimate the marginal product (/i ) . Recall that we have 
S, 
olnQ 
8lnX; 
a.i + L "!i)nX i 
j 
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( 4 .1 ) 
where S, is the cost share of out put accruing to the ith factor. The marginal 
product (/i) can be expressed as fo llows: 
dQ 
dX ; 
Q -
\'.
' . ( 0:; T '-J -y,) n )\_ j) 
- I ) 
Q 
- x c; 
\'.
r . .._ I 
- I. 
(4.2 ) 
Table 4.3 lists the estimated marginal prod ucts and the estimated factor 
shares. All estimates are evaluated at sample means. I include the associ-
ated F-values of whether these factor shares a re significantly different from 
zero. The factor shares a re linear in the variables included in the t ranslog 
production func tion, so t he computation of the F statistic is straightforward. 
On the othe r hand, f , is not linear in the variables. The results of these tests 
show that only the hypothesis that the marginal product of laborers with 
elementary school equa ls to zero is accepted. 
The estimated elasticities of complementarity (clJJ are reported in Ta-
ble 4.4. All of the own elasticities of complementarity are negative, which is 
required for a well-behaved production function. Workers with a n elementary 
school education are q-substitutes with the other laborers of different educa-
tion levels except for those of less than 4 years high school education. High 
school educated la borers a re q-substitutes for college educated laborers . This 
result is consistent with previous studies. However high school graduates are 
complementary with labor with less than four year s of high school education. 
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College-graduates and labor with more than a college education are q-
substitute for all other types of labor, and the substitutability is greatest 
with the least educated group . This resul t i inconsistent with the findings of 
Grant (1979). G ra nt's (1979) estimates of e lasticity of substitution between 
workers with 0- years schooling and workers with more than 13 years of 
education is 0.21. This is smaller than the elastic ity of substitution between 
9-1 2 years of schooling and workers with more than 13 years education 0.16). 
Capital a nd all types of labor are q-complements with only one exception. 
Altho ugh, there is no strong evidence that capita l is more complementary with 
le s-educated labor than it is with higher-educated labor, the la rges t elastic-
ity of complementarity is between capital and college-grad uates. Th is result 
supports the resul t of Gri liches( 1969) that .,skilled" or "more educated" work-
ers are more complementary with capital than "unskilled" or ' le s educated" 
workers. However, this result of capita l-skill complementarity is inconsistent 
with the result of Berger 1 19 3 l. Berger found that less-educated males are 
more complementary with capita l than a re college-graduate males within the 
same age groups. He also indicated that females are more complementary 
with capita l than a re males. Among those researchers using ed ucation as the 
disaggregation criterion, only Grant (1979) included capital and found that 
capita l and a ll kinds of labor are all p-substitutes and the substitutability is 
increased when t he workers' education level is decreased. 
The e timated cross demand elasticities ([ 1;) are shown m Table 4.5. 
These are e timated from 
2.5 
and 
By definition, it measures the partial e lasticity of factor price i with respect 
to a cha nge in t he quantity of factor j. The cross demand elasticit ies between 
pairs of factor examined from here are consistent with those results in c,Js in 
Table 4.4. The own cross demand elasticities decrease in absolute value as 
the amount of educational level increase . This result is consistent with the 
result of Grant ( 1979). This is a lso consi tent with the results from those tud-
ies using other disaggregations of the labor force t hat the own-price demand 
e lasticity is lower when the a mount of huma n capital embodied in workers is 
higher. 
The estimated elasticities of sub t itution (rr,j) are in Table 4.6. In order to 
derive the estimates of cr,i . it is needed to invert the bordered Hessian matrix of 
first and second derivatives of the production function. These derivatives a re, 
in turn, functions of the pa rameters of the t ra nslog production function. [f any 
of the estimated coefficients ha a very large standard error, this will a ffect 
a ll estimated elasticities of substitution. By examining the estimates hown 
in Table 4.2. some of the standard errors are ve ry large . uch that the results 
generated from t he estimated e lasticities of substi tution 1 are inconsistent with 
the results from the e lasticities of complementarity. These inconsistencies are: 
1 When estimating <:Tij · I found that t he determinant of G is ver y small (with 
magnitudes below 10- 10 ) . This might affect the sign of the estimated elasticities of 
s ubstitution since the determinant may switch from mall bu t positive to small but 
negative. 
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1. Workers with an elementary school education are q-substitutes for a ll 
other workers with higher skill levels. (It was indicated by the estimated 
elasticit ies of complementa ri ty that elementary school-educated workers 
are q-complements with workers with less than four years high school 
education. I 
2. High school educated Laborers are q-complements with college-educated 
laborers. This result is inconsistent with the estimated elasticity of com-
plementari ty and with the results of previous studies. 
3. College-graduates are q-substitutes for workers with elementary school 
educations and are q-complements with othe r laborers. The c,1 indicated 
that college-graduates are q-substitutes for a ll other types of labor. 
4. Capital is a q-substitute for a ll types of labor except the laborers with 
elementary school education. Examining the results from c,1 , capital is 
a q-substitute only for workers with less than four years of high school 
education . 
It is important to note t ha t there is no a priori reason for the Allen a nd 
Hicks partial to be the same. They are derived from different assumptions 
a bou t what is he ld constant. 
The trans log production function parameter estimates fo r the original 
model that u ses X is, X Es, XHL4, X HE4, X c i4, X c E-rn as the classification 
of labor inputs a re shown in Table 4. 7. The individual t-values of param-
eter estimates show t ha t only two of seven first-order coefficien ts and eight 
of twenty-e ight interaction terms are significant at the 0.05 level. Table 4.8 
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and Table 4.9 display the es timates of the corresponding elasticities for this 
model. The estimated elasticities of complementarity indicate that laborers 
with less than 8 years of elementary school educa tion are q-substitutes for all 
other types of labor except for laborers with less than 4 years of high school 
education and college educated laborers. The elementary school graduates are 
q-complements for laborers with less than 4 years of high school education and 
laborers with Jess than 4 years of college education. Workers with less than 4 
years of high school education are q-complements for all other types of work-
ers except for those with less t han 4 years of co llege educat ion. However, 
high school educated laborers are q-substitutes for other t ypes of workers but 
are q-complements for workers with less than 4 years of high school educa-
tion and workers with less than 4 years of college education. There is no 
consistent complementary relationship between college educated la borers and 
other types of workers. College educa ted workers a re q-substitutes for work-
ers with e lementary school education and workers with 4 years of high school 
education. Capital is a q-substitute for the former three lower-educated types 
of labor, but is a q-complement for the latter three higher-educated tyes of 
labor. These res ults are consisten t with the previous studies of capital-skill 
complementarity. The own elasticities of substitu tion are all positive with 
only one exception. This violates the requirements of a well-behaved produc-
tion function. Capital is a p-substitute fo r laborers wit h less than 8 years 
of e lementary school education a nd laborers with less than 4 years of college 
educa tion. College graduates are p-substitutes for workers with high school 
education levels. High school educated laborers ar e p-complements for labor-
2 
ers with e lementa ry school education levels. 
Finally, two sensitivity tests were included. First, I added dummy vari-
ables for each individual industry to the model and reestimated t he translog 
production. The F-value (25.966) is obviously large, so the hypothesis that 
t hese industry fixed effects were jointly equal to zero was rejected at standard 
signific ance levels. However, the estimates of this model violated economic 
intuit ion in t hat some of the factor shares and marginal products are nega-
tive. The estimated elasticities of complementarity of the model using four 
categories of labor inputs a nd adding dummy variables to each industry are 
shown on Table 4.10. Only two of the diagonal elasticities are negative. All 
types of laborers are q-complements for othe r types of laborers without any 
exception. Capita l is a q-complement for a ll types of workers except workers 
with college education . The complementarity increases when the educational 
level of laborers decreases. All of these are inconsistent with the results of 
Griliches l1969) and the results of earily model without adding dummy vari-
ables. Table 4.1 1 displays t he estimated elasticities of substitut ion of this 
model. There is one positive own e lasticity of substitut ion. According to the 
results, laborers wi th elementary school education p-complements fo r all other 
types of laborers with only one exception. High school educated workers are 
p-substitu tes for workers with elementary school education a nd workers with 
less t han 4 year s of rugh school education. They are p-complements fo r col-
lege educated workers. Capital is a p-complement for high school educated 
laborers and college graduates, but is a p-substitutes for workers with lower 
educational levels. 
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Table 4. 12 and Table 4. 13 have the corresponding reports of elastici-
ties of the origina l model u ing six labor groups and adding dummy vari-
ables to each indu try. By examining the diagonal elasticities, ~ome of them 
are positive t hat violate economic intuition. There is no consistent result of 
capita l- kill complementarity can be derived from the elasticities of comple-
mentarity. Howe\·er, t he e la ticitie of ubstitution indicate that capital i a 
p-complement fo r all types of la borers. 
l al o added dummy variable for durable goods and nondurable goods 
indu tries. The res ult of the F-test doe not reject the null hypothesi. that 
the e coefficien t were jointly equa l to zero. o, the corresponding estimates 
using this model a re not listed here. 
Factors 
_\L 
X s 
XHL-1 
.\H£4 
X c L -1 
X c E-iM 
Xe A P 
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Table 4.1 : Pear on correlation coefficients 
1.00000 
0.7 l 7 
0.65639 
0.26512 
0.100 3 
0.04 37 
-0.05259 
0. 7 1 7 
1.00000 
0. 79265 
0.44076 
0.25263 
0.16317 
0.161 29 
X11L-1 
0.65639 
0. 79265 
1.00000 
0. 7967 -t 
0.60465 
0.49 4 
0.32396 
XH E<I 
0.26512 
0.44076 
0. 79674 
1.00000 
0. 970 
0. 572 
0.53 3 
0.100 3 
0.25263 
0.60465 
0. 970 
1.00000 
0. :306 
0.522 3 
0.04 37 
0.16317 
0.49 84 
0. 572 
0. 306 
1.00000 
0.52774 
-0.05259 
0.16129 
0. 32396 
0.53 3 
0.522 3 
0 .52774 
1.00000 
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Table 4.2: Translog production function para1neters estimatesa 
Explanatary Parameter Standard T Value 
Variables Estimates Error 
Intercept 0.80501 0.61762 1.188 
ln .. YEs 0.79589 0.27008 2.947'" 
ln.YH £4 -1.98628 0.49210 -4.306" 
ln_YH 1.30417 0.53174 2.453* 
ln .. \ cE4M 0.81365 0.24798 3.281 • 
ln_Yc..i.P -0.05338 0.15219 -0.351 
l n .. YE ·l n .. Y£s -0.0734 7 0.08451 -0.869 
l TLl£s l n .. Y H L4 0 .09068 0.15990 0.567 
l n_YE ·In_\ HS -0 .08963 0.12881 -0.696 
ln .. \ Es lrLYcE4JI -0.08568 0.0--1870 -1. 759 
ln .. \ Esln .. YcAP 0.02636 0.04127 0.639 
l n_YH L4[ n_YH L-l -OA0419 0.32724 -1.235 
l n _YH L4l n_\Hs 0.68482 0 .26458 2.588" 
l n_YH L4l n_\:CE4M -0.07478 0.10515 -0. 711 
l n_Y H L4l n .. Y c.-tP -0.08463 0.07439 -1.138 
ln .. YHsln_\Hs -0.61860 0.27255 -2.270" 
ln _YHsl n_Yc£.UI -0 .09769 0.09841 -0.993 
l n_\ H sln .. Yc.4P 0.10717 0.07856 1.364 
ln_Yc E4Ml n .. YcE4:\I 0.06196 0.05182 1.196 
ln.XcE4.i\,f ln .. YcAP 0.13340 0.03629 3.676" 
ln .. Yc APln .. ¥ c.-1P -0.17106 0.03005 -5.692" 
a The adjusted R-Square is 0.9533. 
• Indicates significance at the 0.05 level. 
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Table 4.3: Estimated marginal products, shares of factors and 
F-values of test 
Factors ~Iarginal Products Shares Of Factors F-Value 
~l£S 0.0945 0.036 0.5729 
~lHL4 0.2258 0.109 3. 7523· 
~Ys 0.2146 0.367 -!6.0723-
~lC£4M 0.2466 0.095 11.0053· 
-lC AP 5.0737 0.389 646 .7784* 
• Indicates significance at the 0.05 level. 
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Table 4.4: Estimated elasticities of complementarity ( Cii and Cij ) 0 
Factors -Y es _yHL 4 -lHS }Cc E4 M _"'(C AP 
-YEs -83.491 24.114 -5. 782 -24.058 2.885 
_\""H L4 24.114 -42.195 18.119 -6.224 -0.995 
-YHs -5. 782 18.119 -6.318 -1.802 1. 751 
-l C'£4J[ -24.058 -6.224 -1.802 -2.657 4.610 
-lC AP 2.885 -0.995 1.751 4.610 -2. 701 
° Factors i and j are q-complements if c,J > 0: q-substitutes if 
Cij < 0. 
Table -!.5: Estimated cro demand ela ticities (:IL and ~i;)a 
Factors _\ E ~ -l H L ~ _\H .. -l C£4Jl -l (' .. \P 
-l £ -3.006 2.628 -2 .122 -2.286 1.122 
-l H L4 2.628 --!.599 6.650 -0.591 -0.387 
-l H -2.122 6.650 -2.319 -0.171 0.681 
_"\c £ -t.JI -2 .286 -0.591 -0.171 -0.252 1.793 
-l C...!P 1.122 -0.387 .681 1.793 -1.051 
° Factor i and j are con1plement if :,; > 0: sub ti tute if ~IJ < o. 
3.5 
Table .J.6: Estimated elasticities of ubst itution (a u and ai1 )
0 
Factor _\" E - _\ H L-t. _\ H .. -l C£ 1.\l -l C.-lP 
_\ E -20.231 5.0-19 5.66-1 2.561 -5.510 
.Y HL-l 5.049 -2 .104 -0.952 --1.190 2.043 
X H _ 5. 66-1 -0.952 -1.653 -2. ? -- I 1.993 
_y C' £4Jf 2.561 --1.190 -2 .821 -1.6-11 -1.006 
_\CAP -5 .510 2 .0-13 1.993 -1.006 -2 .921 
a Factor l and j are p- u b titute if a ,1 > 0: p-corn plen1ents if 
ai1 < 0. 
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Table 4.7: Translog production function parameters estimates using 
six categories of labor inputsa 
Explanatary P arameter Standard T \'alue 
Variables Estimates Error 
Intercept 1.93064 0.68373 2.824* 
l n_Y LB -0.26409 0. 18632 -1. -H 7 
ln_Y EB 0.46886 0.28494 1.6-±5* 
f n_\ H L-l -0.56188 0.35044 -1.603 
ln_\ HE4 0.06789 0.50601 0.13-± 
/n_\ CL-l 0.1 3530 0.38221 0.354 
l n_Yc E4.i1 1.03697 0.25-±59 4.073x 
ln .. Yc.-i P -0.02125 0.15812 -0.13-1 
l n_\ La l n _\LB -0 .09328 0.03923 -2 .378x 
l n_YLsl n_\ EB 0.04558 0.05064 0.900 
ln_Y Lsl n _\ H L4 -0 .04362 0. 10005 -0.436 
l n_Y Lal n_Y H E 4 0.17237 0. 11190 1.5-±0 
ln_Y Lsln-YcL4 0.05161 0.07907 0.653 
l n_\Lsl n-YCE4.\J -0.18306 0.07002 -2 .614 x 
l n){.Lsln_Yc A.P 0.05546 0.03440 1.612 
l n_YEs ln_Y EB -0 .00753 0.09873 -0.076 
l n_Y EB! n_Y H L-t 0.02710 0.14611 0.185 
ln_\EB / n_\ HE..i -0.06088 0.17104 -0.356 
l n_\ EB ! n_Y c L4 0.00659 0. 12601 0.052 
l n.Y EB [ n_\ c E4AI -0.01077 0.09725 -0.111 
l n_\ Es ln_YCAP -0.08203 0.03894 -2.lOT' 
0 The R-Square is 0 .9645 
· Indicates significance at t he 0.05 level. 
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Table 4.7 (Continued) 
Expla.natary Parameter Standard T Value 
Variables Estimates Error 
l n _\ H L4l n _Y H L4 -0.14299 0.28814 -0.496 
l n _y H L4 [ TLl HE 4 0.19723 0.18-165 1.068 
ln_\H L4! n_\"CL4 -0.03538 0.18404 -0.192 
ln _YH L4ln .Y cE4Jf 0.13105 0.15412 0.850 
ln.YH L-!l n_Y CAP -0.04909 0.07437 -0.660 
l n_\ H E4 l n_\"H E4 -0.06080 0.1-±248 -0.427 
ln_YHE4 ln_YCL4 -0.00-±37 0.15144 -0.029 
l n_\ H E4l n _Yc E4.\f -0.29446 0.11823 -2 .491 x 
l n_YH E4 l nX'c_-lP 0.09-107 0.08236 1.142 
l n _Yc L4 l n_Y c L4 -0. 17585 0.09983 -1. 762x 
l n_Yc £ .. JJ n_YCE4JI 0.1793-1 0.06511 2.755" 
l n.YcL-t l n_YcAP 0.03609 0.05243 0.688 
l n.Yc£4,ul n_Yc E4Jf -0.03954 0.05921 -0.668 
ln_\CE4Mln-Yc .4P 0.08001 0.03552 2.252 '" 
ln_Yc AP/ n_Yc AP -0.10837 0.03273 -3.311 y 
Table -l.8: Estimated elasticities of complementarity for the model 
using six categories of labor inpu tsa 
Factors _\ LB 4Y E8 _\ HL4 _\ HE4 4 l CL4 _\CE4.\1 X c.-tP 
4Y L8 -21.644 -7.568 9.T/4 -37.293 -3.441 67.189 -2.203 
4l £8 -7.568 -8.16.J 3.149 --!.332 1.224 -0.539 -0.866 
-l HL4 9.774 3.149 -20.364 18..!89 -0.286 21 .005 -0.196 
-l HE4 -37.293 -4.332 18.-!89 -15 .-!65 0.824 --!8.602 3.531 
-l CL4 -3.-!-!1 1.22-! -0.286 0.82-! -5 .675 12. 701 1.376 
-l CE-U l 67.189 -0.539 21.005 -48.602 12. 701 -26.38-! -! .501 
_\ C...\P -2.203 -0.866 -0.196 3.531 1.376 -!.501 -0.886 
° Factors i and j are q-complements if ct; > 0: q-substitutes if 
Ct; < 0. 
Table 4.9: E timated ela ticities of ub titution for the model u ing 
ix categories of labor input a 
Factor -Y La _\Ea ~lff L 4 XH E4. ~lCL4 -l CE4M -lC AP 
-l LB 13.239 4.721 -38.979 -15.688 7.649 -11.268 12.114 
_\ £ -!.721 17.491 -1.-183 -3.155 2.772 -2.021 -5.088 
_\H L4 -38.979 -1.483 94.139 -!1.027 -21.668 21.145 -30.857 
-l HE -l -15 .688 -3.155 -!1.027 17.-!90 -9.972 7.858 -11.846 
_\ CL4 7.649 2. 772 -21.66 -9.972 1.698 --!.973 . uiJ t 
_\cEl.v-11.268 -2.021 21.1-!5 / .858 --!.973 -1 .356 -6.228 
_\C.I P 12.11-! -5.088 -30. iJ I -11. -!6 8.557 -6.228 10.239 
'
1 Factors i and j are p- ub titute if a ,J > 0: p-complem ent if 
a 1J < 0. 
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Table 4.10: Estirnated elasticities of complementarity for the model 
using four categories of labor inputs and adding a 
dummy variable for each industry a 
Factors ~YEs _yH L 4 -l HS -lC £4Jl -Yc.-tP 
_\Es 3299.105 169.832 42.135 46.226 16.252 
-YHL 4 169.832 2.625 3.6-!3 9.453 1.022 
_yH -!2 .135 3.6-±3 --!.881 12.-!55 0.877 
-lC E4.\f -!6.226 9.-!53 12.-!55 38.830 -1.984 
-l C AP 16.252 1.022 0.877 -1.98-! -0.-!25 
° Factors i and j are q-complements if ci1 > 0: q-substitutes if 
CL) < 0. 
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Table 4.11: Estimated elasticities of substitution for the model us-
ing four categories of labor inputs and adding a dummy 
Yariable for each industry 0 
Factors ~YEs -lHL4 -YHs _y C£4Jl -Yc . .iP 
-l£ -22 .866 -19.766 17.686 -13.553 1.503 
-lH L-1 -19.766 -8.853 8.213 -4.428 0. 731 
_yH 17 .686 8.213 -10.633 -11.119 -0.582 
-lC£4,H -13 .553 --±.-128 -11.119 -5.050 -3.127 
-l CAP 1.503 0.731 -0.582 -3 .127 0.053 
° Factors i and j are p-substitutes if CJ 11 > 0: p-complements if 
(7L) < 0. 
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Table 4.12: Estimated elasticities of complementarity for the model using 
six categories of labor inputs and adding a dummy variables for 
each industry a 
Factors X L _\. E XHL4 .\HE4 X c L4 X c E4 1W X e AP 
X L -26.056 -274.034 14.84 -23.1 15 -11.769 -161.530 -3. 727 
X E -274.034 2057. 780 -205.539 16.953 160.107 124.57 1 -24.456 
_\'ff L4 14.848 -205.539 12.972 -3. 145 -27.832 -26.9 12 1. 331 
.\ff E4 -23.115 16.953 -3. 145 4.035 5.335 51.402 1.58 
X e L-t -11.769 160.107 -27. 32 5.335 24 .001 -50. 272 -2.593 
X c EHJ -161. 530 124.571 -26.912 51.402 -50.272 9 .622 -0.153 
S c.-iP -3. 727 -24.456 1.331 1.58 -2.593 -0.153 -0.286 
°Factors i and j are q-complements if c1J '> O; q-substitutes if t\J o. 
Table 4.13: Estimated ela ticitie of ubstitution for the rn.odel u -
ing six categories of labor inputs and adding a dummy 
variables for each industry 11 
Factor _y £8 _y H E 4. -Ye £4 -Ye £4-'l 
2.859 -1.580 -± .143 -7.181 -0 .293 -0. 757 _\ L 
_\ £ 
-lHL l 
-11.604 
2.859 
-1.580 
.f.1"13 
77.542 39.580 10.075 29.572 9.128 -12.630 
39.580 2-1.638 8. 710 22 .155 
-l HE-1 10.075 8.710 1.282 11.190 
-l CL4 -7.181 29.572 22.155 11.190 38.022 
-l C'£4 Jf -0.293 9.128 5.8-±-1 -2.960 8.857 
_\ CA.P -0.757 -12.630 -8.6-11 -2.7-10 -9.393 
5 .8-±-± 
-2.960 
8.857 
-3.390 
-1.166 
-8.6-±1 
-2.7-!0 
-9.393 
-1.166 
2.999 
'
1 Factors i and j are p- ub. titute, if ui1 > 0: p-complement if 
(J l) < 0. 
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CHAPTER 5. SUMMARY AND C ONCLUSION 
In thi tudy, the translog production function approach i applied to ex-
amine t he demand for labor with different educational level . Mea ure of 
labor-labor complementarity a nd the relation hip between labor and capita l 
a re a l o con tructed. The input and output data for 1 two-digit manufactur-
ing indu trie from 1968 to 19 are u ed in the empirical work. Hick partia l 
e lasticities of complementarity a nd Allen partia l elasticities of substitution a re 
estimated. However, the error in the estimation of t he Allen partia l appar-
ently yie ld results which a re incon i tent with economic intuition and wit h 
the Hick partials. 
The empirical results from my preferred pecification lead to everal con-
clusion : 
1. Te ts of productivity indicate that, among types of labor with different 
education levels. only elementary schooling has no significant contribu-
t ion to industrial production. 
:2 . Diffe re nt groups of labor with different educational level are q- ubsti t ute . 
The exceptions are the complementarity between worker with le than 
fou r years high school education, and elementary chool and high chool 
educated labor. 
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3. The substitutability is higher between college graduates and with the 
lower-educated labor groups. Thus, the largest elasticity of substitution 
is between college graduates and workers with elementary school educa-
tions. 
4. Capital and all types of labor are q-complements with only one excep-
tion, and the greatest complementarity is between capital and college-
educated labor. 
Comparing the results with those of previous studies, the substitution ef-
fects between differently educated labor groups a re quite consistent. However , 
there seems to be little consistency between my results and earlier findings 
of complementarity between capital and different types of labor. The most 
obvious inconsistency is that Grant (1979) found p-substitution relationships 
between capital and subaggregated labor groups. Although Berger's ( 1983) 
study indicated that capital and labor are q-complements, his results were 
inconsistent with my finding that the most educated workers were more com-
plementary with capital. My latter finding does support Griliches' ( 1969) and 
Grant's (1979) findings that skilled labor is more complementary with capital 
than unskilled labor. 
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APPENDIX 
C hecking t h e R equirements of H omogeneity 
By homogeneity, it implies t hat 
fn ,\Q ln>. -L lnQ 
lnet.0 , L o.,Ln ,\X, ...L 1LL11)n1\ X ,ln/..X 1 
I I J 
lnet.o + L a ,(ln ,\ - ln X ,) + ~ .:.........1 L ;,1 (ln 1\ - ln X , )(fn ,,\ -,- ln X 1 ) 
J 
lnet.0 + ln 1\, n , .J... ~ o ,ln _\, - ~)' ~ ; ,1 ( ln,\)2 - ~In ,\ . -.,; In .'( .:..........1 L 2..._.. L 2 1-J/_J 
- ~/n ,,\L "'----' 1 ,1 ln X 1 - ~LL ;,1 ln.\,lnX1 
( 5.1 ) 
hence, 
2: a, = LLL r•i = 0,L rii = O.L~,,1 = O. 
) 
D erivation of Hicks Partial Elasticity 
In order to generate the Hicks Pa rt ial Elasticity, the profit function rr = 
PQ is maximized subject to the constraint 2:: p,X , :::_ C0 , where P is the price 
of output, p, is the price of factor i, C'0 is a specific cost and Q is the output. 
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The First order condition is 
8Q 18X , = p,- . ( .5.2 ) 
In logarithmic form, 
and the first order condit ion is 
8lnQ 8Q/ Q fJQ X, p,X; 
----- x -----
fJ ln _\ i 8 X j X i - 8X , Q - Q - ( .5 .3) 
where S, is t he cost share of output accruing to the ith factor. 
From the translog production function, the following equation is obtained: 
To derive the Hicks partial elasticity, c,J , recall that 
82 ln Q 
Jl) = 
By replacing 8Q / 8X , = Pi (from Equation A. l ), 
X ,X JPiP1 
Q2 
( .5.-1 ) 
( .5.5 ) 
Rearra nge this equa tion, 
or , 
Q . X ,pi X JPJ 1 82Q 
s ,x j l1i1 + Q"' Q = ax ,&x ) 
Now, mult iply two sides by q / p,pn we have 
The R. H.8. is Hicks par t ia l elasticity, c,1 • Rearrange the equation and 
impose the relationship fro m Eq uation (A.3) that ~·, = P·6''. Then the formula 
for c,i becomes 
l 
-<:;- {);J) + 1 = C;J' 
.._ l "-) 
Simila rly, it can be shown that 
l ? 
C• - -(-v . + c;- - c; ) 11- C,'2 /U ~j 'I ' 
~I 
a nd t hat c,i < 0. 
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